Adhesive Privacy Filter
Installation Instructions
In The Package:

One Privacy Filter
One piece of double-sided tape
One 1 oz. bottle of cleaning solution
Two microfiber cloths

To ensure a successful installation:
AVOID BUBBLES:
• Install filter to a clean, dust-free
screen in a clean environment.
• Avoid wearing linty clothes when
applying the filter.
• Turn power off to improve detection
of particles/bubbles.
This filter allows straight on viewing of the
screen while limiting its visibility from
side angles.
1.

Before beginning, hold the filter up to
your monitor to verify that you have
received the proper size.
2. Next, thoroughly clean the screen.
Wipe down monitor with a clean cloth
to remove dust or dirt.
3. Use the tacky tape to gently remove
any remaining lint or dust from the
screen (or use a vacuum with a clean
brush attachment to remove any
remaining dust from the screen and
surrounding area).
DO NOT RUSH THIS STEP. Dust that
remains between the filter and the screen
prevents the filter from laying smoothly
and creates bubbles.
4. Remove the top liner.
5. Wipe front and back of filter with
screen cloth if lint or dust is visible.
6. Use the tab to peel back a small
portion of the back liner. Be careful
not to expose too much tacky backing
at a time to limit dust attraction.
IMPORTANT! After you have removed the
protective liner, DO NOT TOUCH the filter's
adhesive backing as fingerprints can
transfer and remain on the filter.

7.

With a couple of inches of backing
removed, align one edge and center
the filter on the screen. Allow the filter
to contact the screen when correctly
positioned.
8. Apply light pressure to top side of filter
to seal. If you observe an air bubble, lift
the filter to the bubble and apply light
pressure on the top side to remove. If
the air bubble has a dot in the center,
this is lint or dirt (use enclosed tacky
tape to remove).
9. Slowly pull a small amount of backing
at a time. Allow the filter to lay in place
without putting tension on the filter.
10. As you near the end, remove the back
liner completely and allow the filter to
slowly lay in place. Apply light pressure
around the edges to seal.
The installation is now complete!

Additional Note:

This filter will slightly darken the screen.
Consider adjusting the screen brightness
after application.

Photodon also offers a variety of high
quality screen care products to improve
your screen viewing experience.

Screen Protectors
Monitor Hoods
Screen Cleaning Products
Business to Business Services
Promotional Microfiber Cloths
We welcome your questions and
suggestions about our products.
Find us at: www.photodon.com
sales@photodon.com / 847-377-1185
Monday-Friday 9:00am-5:00pm EST

